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GEOMETRY OF BA¨CKLUND TRANSFORMATIONS I:
GENERALITY
YUHAO HU
Abstract. Using E´lie Cartan’s method of equivalence, we prove an
upper bound for the generality of generic rank-1 Ba¨cklund transforma-
tions relating two hyperbolic Monge-Ampe`re systems. In cases when the
Ba¨cklund transformation admits a symmetry group whose orbits have
codimension 1, 2 or 3, we obtain classification results and new examples
of auto-Ba¨cklund transformations.
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1. Introduction
In 1882, the Swedish mathematician Albert V. Ba¨cklund proved the result
(see [Ba¨c83], [BGG03] or [CT80]): Given a surface with a constant Gauss
curvature K ă 0 in E3, one can construct, by solving ODEs, a 1-parameter
family of new surfaces in E3 with the Gauss curvature K. This is the origin
of the term “Ba¨cklund transformation”.
Classically, a Ba¨cklund transformation is a PDE system B that relates
solutions of two other PDE systems E1 and E2. Moreover, such a relation
must satisfy the property: given a solution u of E1 (resp. E2), substituting
it in B, one would obtain a PDE system whose solutions can be found by
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ODE methods and produce solutions of E2 (resp. E1). If, in addition, E1 and
E2 are contact equivalent to each other, then the corresponding Ba¨cklund
transformation is called an auto-Ba¨cklund transformation.
For example, the Cauchy-Riemann system
(1)
#
ux ´ vy “ 0,
uy ` vx “ 0
is an auto-Ba¨cklund transformation; it relates solutions of the Laplace equa-
tion ∆z “ 0 for zpx, yq in the following way: If u satisfies ∆u “ 0, then,
substituting it in (1), one obtains a compatible first-order system for v,
whose solutions can be found by ODE methods and satisfy ∆v “ 0, and
vice versa.
As another example, consider the system of nonlinear equations
(2)
#
zx ´ z¯x “ λ sinpz ` z¯q,
zy ` z¯y “ λ´1 sinpz ´ z¯q,
where λ is a nonzero constant. One can easily verify that (2) is an auto-
Ba¨cklund transformation relating solutions of the sine-Gordon equation
(3) uxy “ 1
2
sinp2uq.
The system (2) can be derived from the classical auto-Ba¨cklund transforma-
tion relating surfaces in E3 with a negative constant Gauss curvature. For
details, see [CT80].
In general, there may seem to be very few restrictions on the types of
PDE systems that admit a Ba¨cklund transformation. In addition to the el-
liptic and hyperbolic examples mentioned above, a Ba¨cklund transformation
may exist relating solutions of a parabolic equation (see [NC82]) or an equa-
tion of order higher than 2, for example, the KdV equation (see [WE73]).
Furthermore, two PDE systems being Ba¨cklund-related need not be contact
equivalent to each other (see [CI09]).
The importance of Ba¨cklund transformations may, in part, be viewed
through their relation to surface geometry and mathematical physics. On
the geometry side, Ba¨cklund transformations allow one to obtain new sur-
faces with prescribed geometric properties from old. For a variety of such
examples, see [RS02]. On the mathematical physics side, a prototypical re-
sult is that the Ba¨cklund transformation (2), when applied to the trivial
solution zpx, yq “ 0 of (3), yields a 2-parameter family of 1-soliton solu-
tions of the sine-Gordon equation (see [TU00]). More elaborate techniques
have since been developed to find the so-called multi-soliton solutions of
nonlinear PDE systems (for example, the KdV equation), using Ba¨cklund
transformations.
An ultimate goal of studying Ba¨cklund transformations is solving the
Ba¨cklund problem, which was considered by E´. Goursat in [Gou25]:
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Find all pairs of systems of PDEs whose solutions are related
by a Ba¨cklund transformation.
Although this problem remains largely unsolved, recent works of Clelland
and Ivey ([Cle02],[CI05] and [CI09]) and those of Anderson and Fels ([AF12],
[AF15]) have pointed out new directions for studying Ba¨cklund transforma-
tions. Instead of aiming at constructing new examples or finding techniques
of calculating explicit solutions to PDE systems, they work in a geometric
setting that is natural to the study of structural properties (of Ba¨cklund
transformations) that are invariant under contact transformations. Under
such settings, a complete classification of Ba¨cklund transformations, at least
in certain cases, is possible by using E´. Cartan’s method of equivalence.
The current work is concerned with the geometric aspect of Ba¨cklund
transformations, not so much in the sense of relating to classical surface
geometry, as in that of seeing Ba¨cklund transformations as geometric objects
and studying their invariants.
More specifically, we study nontrivial rank-1 Ba¨cklund transformations
(see Definition 2.10) relating a pair of hyperbolic Monge-Ampe`re systems.
Since many classical examples belong to this category, it is highly desirable
to have a complete classification of Ba¨cklund transformations of this kind. In
[Cle02], by establishing a G-structure associated to a Ba¨cklund transforma-
tion, Clelland approached the classification problem using Cartan’s method
of equivalence, restricting to the case when all local invariants of the struc-
ture are constants (a.k.a the homogeneous case). Her classification found 15
types, within which 11 are analogues of the classical Ba¨cklund transforma-
tion between surfaces in E3 with a negative constant Gauss curvature.
Since homogeneous structures, up to equivalence, depend only on con-
stants, the following question remains to be answered: What kind of initial
data do we need to specify in order to determine a rank-1 Ba¨cklund trans-
formation relating two hyperbolic Monge-Ampe`re systems?
In Section 5, in the generic case, we use the method of equivalence (see
[Gar89], [Bry14]) to prove an upper bound for the magnitude of such initial
data:
To determine a generic Ba¨cklund transformation relating two
hyperbolic Monge-Ampe`re systems, it is sufficient to specify
at most 6 functions of 3 variables.
It is an immediate consequence of our theorem that most hyperbolic Monge-
Ampe`re systems are not related to any system of the same type by a generic
Ba¨cklund transformation.
A major difficulty in using the method of equivalence to classify Ba¨cklund
transformations lies in verifying the compatibility of large systems of polyno-
mial equations, whose variables are the Ba¨cklund structure invariants and
their covariant derivatives. However, we found that such calculation be-
comes much more manageable when we set two structure invariants to be
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specific constants (see Section 6). The corresponding Ba¨cklund transforma-
tions are either homogeneous (corresponding to a case already classified in
[Cle02]) or of cohomogeneity 1, 2 or 3. In the cohomogeneity-1 case, we
obtain an auto-Ba¨cklund transformation of a homogeneous Euler-Lagrange
system that is contact equivalent to the equation
(29) pA2 ´B2qpzxx ´ zyyq ` 4ABzxy “ 0,
where A “ 2zx ` y and B “ 2zy ´ x. The cohomogeneity-2 case has a
subcase that arises when the ‘free derivatives’ associated to the structure
are expressed in terms of the primary invariants. In this subcase, the cor-
responding Lie algebra of symmetry must be of the form q ‘ R where q is
either slp3,Rq, sop3,Rq or the solvable 3-dimensional Lie algebra with basis
txiu3i“1 satisfying
rx2, x3s “ x1, rx3, x1s “ x2, rx1, x2s “ 0.
In particular, when q is solvable, we obtain an auto-Ba¨cklund transforma-
tion; the underlying Monge-Ampe`re system is Euler-Lagrange, of cohomo-
geneity 1, and contact equivalent to the equation
(33) pA2 ´B2qpzxx ´ zyyq ` 4ABzxy ` pA2 `B2q2 “ 0,
where A “ zx ´ y, B “ zy ` x.
2. Definitions and Notations
In this section, we present some definitions and notations to be used later.
2.1. Exterior Differential Systems (c.f. [BCG`13]).
Definition 2.1. Let M be a smooth manifold, I Ă Ω˚pMq a graded ideal
that is closed under exterior differentiation. The pair pM,Iq is said to be
an exterior differential system with space M and differential ideal I.
Given an exterior differential system pM,Iq, we use Ik to denote the
degree-k piece of I, namely, Ik “ I X ΩkpMq, where ΩkpMq stands for the
C8pMq-module of differential k-forms on M . If the rank of Ik, restricted
to each point, is locally a constant, then the elements of Ik are precisely
smooth sections of a vector bundle denoted by Ik.
Definition 2.2. An integral manifold of an exterior differential system
pM,Iq is an immersed submanifold i : N ãÑ M satisfying i˚φ “ 0 for
any φ P I.
Intuitively, an exterior differential system is a coordinate-independent way
to express a PDE system; an integral manifold, usually with a certain inde-
pendence condition satisfied, corresponds to a solution of the PDE system.
Definition 2.3. Two exterior differential systems pM,Iq and pN,J q are
said to be equivalent up to diffeomorphism, or equivalent, for brevity, if
there exists a diffeomorphism φ : M Ñ N such that φ˚J “ I. Such a φ
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is called an equivalence between the two systems. An equivalence between
pM,Iq and itself is called a symmetry of pM,Iq.
Definition 2.4. Let π : N Ñ M be a submersion. A p-form ω P ΩppNq is
said to be π-semi-basic if, for any x P N , ω|x P π˚pΛppT ˚Mqq.
Definition 2.5. Let M be a smooth manifold. Let E Ă ΛkpT ˚Mq be
a vector subbundle, and X a smooth vector field defined on M . We say
that E is invariant under the flow of X if, for any psmoothq local section
ω : U Ñ E, where U ĂM is open, the Lie derivative LXω remains a section
of E (over U).
Notation 1. Let rrθ1, . . . , θℓss denote the vector subbundle of ΛkpT ˚Uq gen-
erated by differential forms θ1, . . . , θℓ (defined on U , an open subset of a
smooth manifold) of the same degree k.
2.2. Hyperbolic Monge-Ampe`re Systems (c.f. [BGG03]).
Among second order PDEs for 1 unknown function of 2 independent vari-
ables, Monge-Ampe`re equations are those of the form
(4) Apzxxzyy ´ z2xyq `Bzxx ` 2Czxy `Dzyy `E “ 0,
where A,B,C,D,E are functions of x, y, z, zx, zy. A Monge-Ampe`re equa-
tion (4) is said to be elliptic (resp., hyperbolic, parabolic) if AE ´BD`C2
is negative (resp., positive, zero).
A Monge-Ampe`re equation can be formulated as an exterior differential
system on a contact manifold. In the hyperbolic case, we follow [BGH95] to
give the following definition.
Definition 2.6. A hyperbolic Monge-Ampe`re system pM,Iq is an exterior
differential system, where M is a 5-manifold, I being locally algebraically
generated by θ P I1 and dθ,Ω P I2 satisfying
(1) θ ^ pdθq2 ‰ 0;
(2) rrdθ,Ωss, modulo θ, has rank 2;
(3) pλdθ ` µΩq2 ” 0 mod θ has two distinct solutions rλi : µis P RP1
pi “ 1, 2q.
Here, condition p3q, in particular, characterizes hyperbolicity: Each inte-
gral surface of pM,Iq is foliated by two distinct families of characteristics.
Definition 2.7. Consider a hyperbolic Monge-Ampe`re system pM,Iq. A
local coframing θ “ pθ0, θ1, . . . , θ4q defined on an open neighborhood U ĂM
is said to be 0-adapted if, on U ,
I “ xθ0, θ1 ^ θ2, θ3 ^ θ4y.
The condition for 0-adaptedness as defined above is a pointwise condition
on θ. In fact, any 0-adapted coframing associated to pM,Iq is a local section
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of a G0-structure G0 on M , where G0 Ă GLp5,Rq is the subgroup generated
by matrices of the form
g “
¨
˝ a 0 0b1 A 0
b2 0 B
˛
‚, a ‰ 0; A,B P GLp2,Rq; b1,b2 P R2,
and
J “
¨
˝ 1 0 00 0 I2
0 I2 0
˛
‚.
Two hyperbolic Monge-Ampe`re systems are equivalent if and only if their
corresponding G0-structures are equivalent.
1
2.3. Integrable Extensions and Ba¨cklund Transformations
(c.f. [AF12], [AF15]).
Definition 2.8. Let pM,Iq be an exterior differential system. A rank-k
integrable extension of pM,Iq is an exterior differential system pN,J q with
a submersion π : N ÑM that satisfies the condition: for each p P N , there
exists an open neighborhood U Ă N pp P Uq such that
(1) on U , the differential ideal J is algebraically generated by the elements
of π˚I together with 1-forms θ1, . . . , θk P Ω1pUq, where k “ dimN ´
dimM ;
(2) for any p P U , let Fp denote the fiber π´1pπppqq; the 1-forms θ1, . . . , θk
restrict to TpFp to be linearly independent.
Remark 1. In Definition 2.8, one can understand J as defining a connection
on the bundle π : N ÑM that is flat over the integral manifolds of I. More
specifically, Condition p1q implies that, if S Ă M is an integral manifold of
pM,Iq, then J restricts to π´1pSq to be Frobenius; hence, locally, π´1pSq
is foliated by integral manifolds of pN,J q. Condition p2q implies that, re-
stricting to any integral manifold of pN,J q, π is an immersion, whose image
is an integral manifold of pM,Iq.
Definition 2.9. A Ba¨cklund transformation relating two exterior differ-
ential systems, pM1,I1q and pM2,I2q, is a quadruple pN,B;π1, π2q where,
for each i P t1, 2u, πi : N Ñ Mi makes pN,Bq an integrable extension of
pMi,Iiq. Such a Ba¨cklund transformation is represented by the diagram:
pN,Bq
pM1,I1q pM2,I2q
π1 π2
1Two G-structures G and Gˆ on a manifold M are said to be equivalent if there exists a
diffeomorphism φ : G Ñ Gˆ such that φ˚ωˆ “ ω, where ω, ωˆ are the tautological 1-forms
on G, Gˆ, respectively.
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Definition 2.10. In Definition 2.9, if M1,M2 have the same dimension,
which is not required in general, then we define the rank of pN,B;π1, π2q to
be the fiber dimension of either π1 or π2. If pMi,Iiq pi “ 1, 2q are equivalent
exterior differential systems, then pN,B;π1, π2q is called an auto-Ba¨cklund
transformation of either pMi,Iiq.
Example 1. Let pN,B;π, π¯q be a rank-1 Ba¨cklund transformation relating
two hyperbolic Monge-Ampe`re systems pM,Iq and pM¯ , I¯q. On some open
subsets U ĂM and U¯ Ă M¯ , we can choose 0-adapted coframings such that
I “ xη0, η1 ^ η2, η3 ^ η4y, I¯ “ xη¯0, η¯1 ^ η¯2, η¯3 ^ η¯4y.
Let V “ π´1U X π¯´1U¯ , assumed to be nonempty. It is easy to see that
the Cauchy characteristics of the system xπ˚η0y pdefined on V q are precisely
the fibers of π|V ; similarly for π¯|V . Thus, it is natural to regard pN,B;π, π¯q
as nontrivial if π˚η0 and π¯˚η¯0 are linearly independent 1-forms on N . In
particular, it follows that, on V , the differential ideal B is algebraically
generated by π˚I and π¯˚η¯0 as well as by π¯˚I¯ and π˚η0.
Definition 2.11. Given a fiber bundle π : E Ñ B, for any p P E, the vertical
tangent space of E at p is by definition the kernel of π˚ : TpE Ñ TπppqB.
Definition 2.12. A Ba¨cklund transformation pN,B;π1, π2q is said to be
nontrivial if the two fibrations π1, π2 have distinct vertical tangent spaces
at each point p P N .
3. Monge-Ampe`re Systems and Their First Invariants
Let pM,Iq be a hyperbolic Monge-Ampe`re system. Let G0 denote the G0-
structure on pM,Iq (see Definition 2.7). One can reduce (see [BGG03]) G0
to a G1-structure G1 on which the tautological 1-forms ω
0, ω1, . . . , ω4 satisfy
the following structure equations:
d
¨
˚˚˚
˚˝
ω0
ω1
ω2
ω3
ω4
˛
‹‹‹‹‚“ ´
¨
˚˚˚
˚˝
φ0 0 0 0 0
0 φ1 φ2 0 0
0 φ3 φ4 0 0
0 0 0 φ5 φ6
0 0 0 φ7 φ8
˛
‹‹‹‹‚^
¨
˚˚˚
˚˝
ω0
ω1
ω2
ω3
ω4
˛
‹‹‹‹‚(5)
`
¨
˚˚˚
˚˝
ω1 ^ ω2 ` ω3 ^ ω4
pV1 ` V5qω0 ^ ω3 ` pV2 ` V6qω0 ^ ω4
pV3 ` V7qω0 ^ ω3 ` pV4 ` V8qω0 ^ ω4
pV8 ´ V4qω0 ^ ω1 ` pV2 ´ V6qω0 ^ ω2
pV3 ´ V7qω0 ^ ω1 ` pV5 ´ V1qω0 ^ ω2
˛
‹‹‹‹‚,
where φ0 “ φ1 ` φ4 “ φ5 ` φ8, and G1 Ă G0 is the subgroup generated by
(6) g “
¨
˝ a 0 00 A 0
0 0 B
˛
‚, A,B P GLp2,Rq, a “ detpAq “ detpBq,
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and
(7) J “
¨
˝ 1 0 00 0 I2
0 I2 0
˛
‚P GLp5,Rq.
Definition 3.1. Let pM,Iq be a hyperbolic Monge-Ampe`re system. A 1-
adapted coframing2 of pM,Iq with domain U ĂM is a section η : U Ñ G1.
Following [BGG03], we introduce the notation3
(8) S1 :“
ˆ
V1 V2
V3 V4
˙
, S2 :“
ˆ
V5 V6
V7 V8
˙
.
It is shown in [BGG03] that
Proposition 3.1. Along each fiber of G1,
(9) Sipu ¨ gq “ aA´1SipuqB, pi “ 1, 2q
for any g “ diagpa;A;Bq in the identity component of G1. Moreover,
(10) S1pu ¨ Jq “
ˆ ´V4 V2
V3 ´V1
˙
, S2pu ¨ Jq “
ˆ
V8 ´V6
´V7 V5
˙
.
Proposition 3.1 has a simple interpretation: the matrices S1 and S2 corre-
spond to two invariant tensors under the G1-action. In fact, one can verify
that the quadratic form
(11) Σ1 :“ V3 ω1ω3 ´ V1 ω1ω4 ` V4 ω2ω3 ´ V2 ω2ω4
and the 2-form
(12) Σ2 :“ V7 ω1 ^ ω3 ´ V5 ω2 ^ ω3 ` V8 ω1 ^ ω4 ´ V6 ω2 ^ ω4
areG1-invariant, which implies that Σ1,Σ2 are locally well-defined on pM,Iq.
An infinitesimal version of Proposition 3.1 will be useful: for i “ 1, 2,
(13) dSi ”
ˆ
φ4 ´φ2
´φ3 φ1
˙
Si ` Si
ˆ
φ5 φ6
φ7 φ8
˙
mod ω0, ω1, . . . , ω4.
An important class of Monge-Ampe`re systems are the Euler-Lagrange
systems. In the classical calculus of variations, an Euler-Lagrange system
is a PDE system whose solutions correspond to the stationary points of a
given first-order functional. In [BGG03], it is shown:
Proposition 3.2. ([BGG03]) A hyperbolic Monge-Ampe`re system is locally
equivalent to an Euler-Lagrange system if and only if S2 vanishes.
Remark 2. Proposition 3.2 says that the property of being Euler-Lagrange
is intrinsically defined, that is, it does not depend on the choice of local
coordinates.
2This is not to be confused with a 1-adapted coframing in the sense of Definition 5.1.
3These Si are those defined in [BGG03] with the same notation scaled by 1{2.
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4. G-structure Equations for Ba¨cklund Transformations
In Definition 2.9, it may appear that pN,B;π1, π2q being a Ba¨cklund trans-
formation imposes conditions on all components in this quadruple. However,
when it is a nontrivial rank-1 Ba¨cklund transformation relating two hyper-
bolic Monge-Ampe`re systems, one only needs to impose conditions on the
exterior differential system4 pN,Bq, as the following proposition shows.
Proposition 4.1. [Cle02] An exterior differential system pN6,Bq is a non-
trivial rank-1 Ba¨cklund transformation relating two hyperbolic Monge-Ampe`re
systems if and only if, for each p P N , there exists an open neighborhood
V Ă N pp P V q, a coframing pθ0, θ¯0, θ1, . . . , θ4q and nonvanishing functions
A1, . . . , A4 pA1A4 ‰ A2A3q defined on V , satisfying the conditions:
p1q the differential ideal B “ xθ0, θ¯0, θ1 ^ θ2, θ3 ^ θ4yalg;
p2q the vector bundles E0 “ rrθ0ss, E1 “ rrθ0, θ1, θ2ss and E2 “ rrθ0, θ3, θ4ss
are invariant along the flow of X (see Definition 2.5), where X is a
nonvanishing vector field on V that annihilates θ0, θ1, . . . , θ4;
¯p2q the vector bundles E¯0 “ rrθ¯0ss, E¯1 “ rrθ¯0, θ1, θ2ss and E¯2 “ rrθ¯0, θ3, θ4ss
are invariant along the flow of X¯, where X¯ is a nonvanishing vector
field on V that annihilates θ¯0, θ1, . . . , θ4;
p3q the following congruences hold:
dθ0 ” A1θ1 ^ θ2 `A2θ3 ^ θ4 mod θ0,
dθ¯0 ” A3θ1 ^ θ2 `A4θ3 ^ θ4 mod θ¯0.
This proposition has the following corollary.
Corollary 4.1. Let pN6,B;π1, π2q be a nontrivial rank-1 Ba¨cklund transfor-
mation relating two hyperbolic Monge-Ampe`re systems. A coframing defined
on an open subset V Ă N that satisfies Conditions p1q-p3q in Proposition
4.1 can always be arranged to satisfy the extra condition: A2 “ A3 “ 1.
Proof. This is obtained by scaling θ0 and θ¯0. 
Definition 4.1. A coframing as concluded in Corollary 4.1 is said to be
0-adapted to the Ba¨cklund transformation pN,Bq.
Given a nontrivial rank-1 Ba¨cklund transformation pN,B;π1, π2q relat-
ing two hyperbolic Monge-Ampe`re systems, one can ask whether its 0-
adapted coframings are precisely the local sections of a G-structure on N .
However, this is not true. For example, consider a 0-adapted coframing
pθ0, θ¯0, θ1, . . . , θ4q defined on an open subset U Ă N with corresponding
functions A1, A4. Let T : U Ñ GLp6,Rq be the transformation:
(14) T ppq : pθ0, θ¯0, θ1, θ2, θ3, θ4q ÞÑ
ˆ
1
A1
θ0,
1
A4
θ¯0, θ3, θ4, θ1, θ2
˙
, @p P U.
4To be more precise, pN,Bq is a hyperbolic exterior differential system of type s “ 2 in
the sense of [BGH95].
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It is easy to see that the coframing on the right-hand-side is 0-adapted.
However, the same transformation, when applied to a 0-adapted coframing
with corresponding functions A11, A
1
4 that are different from A1, A4, may not
result in a 0-adapted coframing.
One simple strategy, as taken by [Cle02], to avoid this issue is by, in ad-
dition to understanding the subbundles rrθ0ss and rrθ¯0ss as an ordered pair,
fixing an order for the pair of subbundles rrθ0, θ¯0, θ1, θ2ss and rrθ0, θ¯0, θ3, θ4ss.
Once this is considered, all local 0-adapted coframings respecting such an or-
dering are precisely the local sections of a G-structure, where G Ă GLp6,Rq
is the Lie subgroup consisting of matrices of the form
g “
¨
˚˝˚ detpBq 0 0 00 detpAq 0 0
0 0 A 0
0 0 0 B
˛
‹‹‚,(15)
A “ paijq, B “ pbijq P GLp2,Rq.
Now let G denote this G-structure on N . Let ω “ pω1, ω2, . . . , ω6q be the
tautological 1-form on G. Let g be the Lie algebra of G. Using the conditions
in Proposition 4.1 and the reproducing property of ω, one can show that
ω satisfies the following structure equations, recorded from [Cle02] with a
slight change of notation:
d
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
ω1
ω2
ω3
ω4
ω5
ω6
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
“´
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
β0 0 0 0 0 0
0 α0 0 0 0 0
0 0 α1 α2 0 0
0 0 α3 α0 ´ α1 0 0
0 0 0 0 β1 β2
0 0 0 0 β3 β0 ´ β1
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
^
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
ω1
ω2
ω3
ω4
ω5
ω6
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
(16)
`
¨
˚˚˚
˚˚˚
˝
A1pω3 ´C1ω1q ^ pω4 ´ C2ω1q ` ω5 ^ ω6
ω3 ^ ω4 `A4pω5 ´ C3ω2q ^ pω6 ´ C4ω2q
B1ω
1 ^ ω2 ` C1ω5 ^ ω6
B2ω
1 ^ ω2 ` C2ω5 ^ ω6
B3ω
1 ^ ω2 ` C3ω3 ^ ω4
B4ω
1 ^ ω2 ` C4ω3 ^ ω4
˛
‹‹‹‹‹‹‚
,
where the matrix in α and β is a g-valued 1-form, called a pseudo-connection
of G; the second term on the right-hand-side is called the intrinsic torsion
of G.
It is easy to see that the intrinsic torsion above, as a map defined on G,
takes values in a 10-dimensional representation of G and is G-equivariant.
It is proved in [Cle02] that this representation decomposes into 6 irreducible
components, as shown by the following equations, where u P G is represented
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as a column, g is as in (15), and u ¨ g :“ g´1u:
(17)
A1pu ¨ gq “ detpAq
detpBqA1puq, A4pu ¨ gq “
detpBq
detpAqA4puq,ˆ
B1
B2
˙
pu ¨ gq “ detpABqA´1
ˆ
B1
B2
˙
puq,ˆ
B3
B4
˙
pu ¨ gq “ detpABqB´1
ˆ
B3
B4
˙
puq,ˆ
C1
C2
˙
pu ¨ gq “ detpBqA´1
ˆ
C1
C2
˙
puq,ˆ
C3
C4
˙
pu ¨ gq “ detpAqB´1
ˆ
C3
C4
˙
puq.
Definition 4.2. Let G and G be as above. The Ba¨cklund transformation5
corresponding to G is said to be generic if, at each point u P G, the intrinsic
torsion takes values in a G-orbit with the largest possible dimension.
5. An Estimate of Generality
In this section, we address the problem of generality for generic rank-1
Ba¨cklund transformations relating two hyperbolic Monge-Ampe`re systems.
The main ingredients are a G-structure reduction procedure described in
[Gar89] and a theorem of Cartan described in [Bry14].
Lemma 5.1. Let pN,Bq be a nontrivial rank-1 Ba¨cklund transformation
relating two hyperbolic Monge-Ampe`re systems. Let G be the associated G-
structure. If pN,Bq is generic, then, at each point u P G, the intrinsic
torsion takes values in an 8-dimensional G-orbit.
Proof. Let
W1 :“ spanppB1, B2q, pC1, C2qq, W2 :“ spanppB3, B4q, pC3, C4qq
at each point u P G. By (17), the function A1A4 and the dimensions of
W1 and W2 are all invariant under the G-action. Let T denote the intrinsic
torsion of G. We claim that, for each u P G, the G-orbit of T puq is at most
8-dimensional and that this occurs precisely when W1 and W2 are both 2-
dimensional. To see why this is true, first note that if one of Wi pi “ 1, 2q
has dimension less than 2 at u P G, then the dimension of u ¨ G is at most
7-dimensional. If both W1,W2 have dimension 2 at u P G, then it is easy to
show that there exists a unique g P G such that, at u1 “ u ¨ g,
(18)
ˆ
B1 C1
B2 C2
˙
“
ˆ
ǫ1 0
0 1
˙
,
ˆ
B3 C3
B4 C4
˙
“
ˆ
ǫ2 0
0 1
˙
,
where ǫi “ ˘1 pi “ 1, 2q. This completes the proof. 
5To be precise, this is a Ba¨cklund transformation with an ordered pair of characteristic
systems.
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Let pN,Bq be a generic rank-1 Ba¨cklund transformation relating two hy-
perbolic Monge-Ampe`re systems. By Lemma 5.1, each point p P N has
a connected open neighborhood U Ă N on which a canonical coframing
pω1, ω2, . . . , ω6q can be determined. Such a coframing satisfies the equation
(16), where all differential forms are defined on U instead of G, and the
equations (18), where the sign of each ǫi is determined. This motivates the
following definition.
Definition 5.1. Let N be a 6-manifold. A coframing pω1, ω2, . . . , ω6q de-
fined on an open subset U Ă N is said to be 1-adapted pto a generic rank-1
Ba¨cklund transformation relating two hyperbolic Monge-Ampe`re systemsq
if there exist 1-forms αi, βi pi “ 0, . . . , 3q and functions A1, A4, Bi, Ci pi “
1, . . . , 4q defined on U such that the equations (16) and (18) are satisfied.
Now we prove the following main theorem that estimates the generality
of generic rank-1 Ba¨cklund transformations relating two hyperbolic Monge-
Ampe`re systems.
Theorem 5.2. Let N be a 6-manifold. For each p P N , a 1-adapted cofram-
ing (Definition 5.1) defined on a small open neighborhood U Ă N of p can be
uniquely determined, up to diffeomorphism, by specifying at most 6 functions
of 3 variables.
Proof. Let U Ă N6 be a sufficiently small connected open subset. Suppose
that ω “ pω1, ω2, . . . , ω6q is a 1-adapted coframing on U in the sense of
Definition 5.1. It follows that there exist functions Pij pi “ 0, . . . , 7; j “
1, . . . , 6q defined on U such that ω satisfies (16) and (18) with
αi “ Pijωj, βi “ Pi`4,jωj pi “ 0, . . . , 3; j “ 1, . . . , 6q.
There is a standard method to determine the generality of such a cofram-
ing ω up to diffeomorphism (see [Bry14]). Our application of such a method
involves mainly three steps.
Step 1. By applying d2 “ 0 to (16), we find that Pij are related among
themselves and with the coefficients of their exterior derivatives. Repeating
this, at a stage, no new relations among the Pij arise.
More explicitly, we can choose s expressions aα pα “ 1, . . . , sq from Pij ,
find r expressions bρ pρ “ 1, . . . , rq, real analytic functions Fαi : Rr`s Ñ R
and Cijk : R
r Ñ R satisfying Cijk ` Cikj “ 0, such that
(A) the equation (16), in general, takes the form
(19) dωi “ ´1
2
Cijkpaqωj ^ ωk;
(B) daα, in general, takes the form:
(20) daα “ Fαi pa, bqωi;
moreover, applying d2 “ 0 to (19) yields identities when we take into
account both (19) and (20);
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(C) there exist functions Gρj : R
r`s Ñ R such that applying d2 “ 0 to (20)
yields identities when we replace dbρ by Gρjω
j and take into account
(19) and (20).
Step 2. For the tableau of free derivatives associated to pFαi q, which is a
subspace of HompR6,Rsq defined at each point of Rr`s, compute its Cartan
characters (an array of 6 integers ps1, s2, . . . , s6q) and the dimension δ of its
first prolongation. For details, see [Bry14]. Moreover, in our case, we verify
that
ř6
i“1 si “ r.
Step 3. Restricting to a domain V Ă Rr`s where the Cartan characters are
constants, compare s :“ ř6j“1 jsj with δ. By Cartan’s inequality, there are
two possibilities: either s “ δ (called the involutive case) or s ą δ.
In the involutive case, one can conclude that (see Theorem 3 in [Bry14]):
For any pa0, b0q P Rs`r there exists a coframing ω and func-
tions a “ paαq, b “ pbρq defined on an open neighborhood
of 0 P R6 that satisfy (19), (20) and pap0q, bp0qq “ pa0, b0q.
Moreover, locally, such a coframing can be uniquely deter-
mined up to diffeomorphism by specifying sk functions of k
variables, where sk is the last nonzero Cartan character.
In the non-involutive case, which is the case we encounter, a natural step
to take is to prolong (see [Bry14]) the system by introducing the derivatives
of bρ, carry out similar steps as the above, and obtain new tableaux of free
derivatives with Cartan characters pσ1, σ2, . . . , σ6q.
In practice, however, we do not actually prolong, for it is easy to show
that, if sk is the last nonzero character in ps1, . . . , s6q, then σj “ 0 pj ą kq
and σk ď sk. Using this and the Cartan-Kuranishi Theorem ([BCG`13]),
one can already conclude that the ‘generality’ of 1-adapted coframings is
bounded from above by sk functions of k variables. (In our case, k “ 3 and
sk “ 6.)
For the details of carrying out the steps above, see Appendix A. Most of
our calculations are performed using MapleTM. 
Remark 3. Clearly, two 1-adapted coframings that are equivalent under a
diffeomorphism correspond to equivalent Ba¨cklund transformations. Be-
cause of this, the upper bound for the ‘generality’ of 1-adapted coframings
in Theorem 5.2 applies to the ‘generality’ of generic rank-1 Ba¨cklund trans-
formations relating two hyperbolic Monge-Ampe`re systems.
Corollary 5.3. There exist hyperbolic Monge-Ampe`re systems that are not
related to any hyperbolic Monge-Ampe`re system by a generic rank-1 Ba¨cklund
transformation.
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Proof. A hyperbolic Monge-Ampe`re system, up to contact equivalence,
can be uniquely determined by specifying 3 functions of 5 variables.6
Note that a generic rank-1 Ba¨cklund transformation in consideration com-
pletely determines the two underlying hyperbolic Monge-Ampe`re systems
(up to equivalence). The conclusion follows. 
6. Classifications and Examples in Higher Cohomogeneity
Following the discussion in the previous section, let U Ă N6 be a suf-
ficiently small connected open subset. Let ω be a 1-adapted coframing
defined on U in the sense of Definition 5.1. One can ask, when we spec-
ify several structure invariants, can we classify the corresponding Ba¨cklund
transformations, if any?
In the rest of this section, we consider the case when ǫ1 “ ǫ2 “ 1 in
(18), and when A1 and A4 (or P81 and P84 in the new notation) in (16) are
specified to be A1 “ 1 and A4 “ ´1.
The following procedure is similar to that in Appendix A. All calculations
below are performed using MapleTM.
First, all coefficients in (16) are expressed in terms of the remaining 40
Pij . Defining their derivatives Pijk by
dPij “ Pijkωk
and applying the identity d2 “ 0 to (16), we obtain a system of 106 polyno-
mial equations in Pij and Pijk, which implies that
P01 “ P41, P02 “ P42, P04 “ P44, P06 “ P46, P11 “ 0,
P12 “ 0, P16 “ 2P46, P21 “ ´1, P22 “ ´1, P23 “ 0,
P35 “ 0, P36 “ ´1, P51 “ 0, P52 “ 0, P54 “ 2P44,
P61 “ 1, P62 “ ´1, P65 “ 0, P73 “ 0, P74 “ ´1.
Using these relations and repeating the steps above, we obtain a system
of 88 equations, which implies that
P25 “ ´2pP41 ` P44 ´ P42q,
P26 “ P64,
P63 “ ´2pP41 ` P42 ` P46q.
Using these and repeating, we obtain a system of 86 equations for the 17
Pij remaining and 80 of their 102 derivatives. This system implies that
P31 “ P32, P41 “ ´P44 ´ P46, P42 “ P44 ´ P46, P71 “ ´P72.
6 One can also apply the same method used in the proof of Theorem 5.2 to verify the
stronger statement: Locally, a hyperbolic Euler-Lagrange system, which is Monge-Ampe`re,
can be determined uniquely by specifying 1 function of 5 variables. (This is not surprising,
as, in our case, a Lagrangian is a function depending on 5 variables.)
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Using these and repeating, we obtain a system of 85 equations for the 13
Pij remaining and 64 of their derivatives. This system implies that
P03 “ ´1, P05 “ 0, P15 “ 0, P32 “ P72, P34 “ ´1,
P43 “ 0, P45 “ 1, P53 “ 0, P76 “ 1.
Using these and repeating, we obtain a system of 61 equations for P72, P44,
P46, P64 and 22 of their derivatives. Solving this system leads to the two cases
below.
Case 1: P72 ‰ 0. In this case, we have
P44 “ 0, P46 “ 0.
Using these and applying d2 “ 0 to the structure equations, we find that
P64 “ 1
P72
.
Using this and repeating, we find that
dpP72q “ 0.
It follows that the only primary invariant remaining, P72, is a nonzero con-
stant. The structure equations read
dω1 “ ω1 ^ pω3 ` ω5q ` ω3 ^ ω4 ` ω5 ^ ω6,
dω2 “ ´ω2 ^ pω3 ` ω5q ` ω3 ^ ω4 ´ ω5 ^ ω6,
dω3 “
ˆ
ω1 ` ω2 ´ 1
P72
ω6
˙
^ ω4 ` ω1 ^ ω2,
dω4 “ ´pP72ω1 ` P72ω2 ´ ω6q ^ ω3 ` ω5 ^ ω6,
dω5 “ ´
ˆ
ω1 ´ ω2 ` 1
P72
ω4
˙
^ ω6 ` ω1 ^ ω2,
dω6 “ pP72ω1 ´ P72ω2 ` ω4q ^ ω5 ` ω3 ^ ω4.
This, after the transformation
pω1, ω2,ω3, ω4, ω5, ω6q ÞÑ
p
a
|P72|ω1,
a
|P72|ω2, ω3,
a
|P72|ω4, ω5,
a
|P72|ω6q,
can be readily seen to belong to Case 3D in Clelland’s classification (see
[Cle02]). According to [Cle02], if P72 ă 0, then pN,Bq is a homogeneous
Ba¨cklund transformation relating time-like surfaces of the constant mean
curvature
H “ ´ P72apP72q2 ` 1
in H2,1; if P72 ą 0, then pN,Bq is a homogeneous Ba¨cklund transformation
relating certain surfaces in a 5-dimensional quotient space of the Lie group
SO˚p4q.
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Case 2: P72 “ 0. In this case, all coefficients in (16) are expressed in
terms of P44, P46 and P64. Applying d
2 “ 0 to the structure equations,
no new relations between P44, P46 and P64 arise. Furthermore, 16 of the
18 derivatives of P44, P46 and P64 are expressed in terms of these three
invariants; two derivatives, P644 and P646, are free.
It is easy to check that Theorem 3 in [Bry14] applies to ω, the expressions
a “ pP44, P46, P64q, b “ pP644, P646q, and the functions Cijk and Fαi deter-
mined during the calculation above. The corresponding tableaux of free
derivatives is involutive with Cartan characters p1, 1, 0, 0, 0, 0q. We have
thus proved the following theorem.
Theorem 6.1. Locally, a generic rank-1 Ba¨cklund transformation pN,Bq
relating two hyperbolic Monge-Ampe`re systems with its 1-adapted coframing
satisfying ǫ1 “ ǫ2 “ 1 and A1 “ ´A4 “ 1 can be uniquely determined by
specifying 1 function of 2 variables.
We can study Case 2 in greater detail. For convenience, we introduce
the following new notation:
(21)
R :“ P44 ` P46, S :“ P44 ´ P46, T :“ P64;
T4 :“ P644, T6 :“ P646.
In this new notation, ω satisfies (16) and (18) where
(22)
α0 “ ´Rω1 ` Sω2 ´ ω3 ` 12pR ` Sqω4 ` 12pR ´ Sqω6,
β0 “ ´Rω1 ` Sω2 ` 12pR` Sqω4 ` ω5 ` 12pR ´ Sqω6,
α1 “ pR´ Sqω6,
α2 “ pR` Sqω5 ` Tω6 ´ ω1 ´ ω2,
α3 “ ´ω4 ´ ω6,
β1 “ pR` Sqω4,
β2 “ pR´ Sqω3 ` Tω4 ` ω1 ´ ω2,
β3 “ ´ω4 ` ω6,
and ǫ1 “ ǫ2 “ 1, A1 “ ´A4 “ 1.
Moreover, the exterior derivatives of R,S and T are
(23)
dR “ ´R2ω1 ` pRS ´ 1qω2 `Rω3 ` 1
2
pR2 `RS ´ 1qω4
`Rω5 ` 1
2
pR2 ´RS ` 1qω6,
dS “ ´pRS ´ 1qω1 ` S2ω2 ´ Sω3 ` 1
2
pS2 ` SR´ 1qω4
´ Sω5 ` 1
2
pSR´ S2 ´ 1qω6,
dT “ 2p´RT ` Sqω1 ` 2pST ´Rqω2 ` 2pR2 ´ S2qpω3 ` ω5q
` T4ω4 ` T6ω6.
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Using these equations, we can study the symmetry of the corresponding
Ba¨cklund transformation pN,Bq. Let U Ă N be the domain of a 1-adapted
coframing ω. Let the map Φ : U Ñ R3 be defined by
Φppq “ pRppq, Sppq, T ppqq.
Lemma 6.2. The map Φ can never have rank 0. Moreover, it has
‚ rank 1 if and only if 2RS “ 1 and T “ R2 ` S2;
‚ rank 2 if and only if it does not have rank 1 and satisfies either
(1) 2RS “ 1 or
(2) T4 “ pR` SqpT ´ 1q and T6 “ pR ´ SqpT ` 1q;
‚ rank 3 if and only if it does not have rank 1 or 2.
Proof. In dR^ dS ^ dT , the coefficients of ωi ^ ωj ^ ωk are polynomials
in R,S, T, T4 and T6. These coefficients have the common factor 2RS ´ 1.
Calculating with MapleTM, we find that the coefficients of ωi ^ ωj ^ ωk in
p2RS ´ 1q´1dR^ dS ^ dT all vanish if and only if T4 “ pR`SqpT ´ 1q and
T6 “ pR ´ SqpT ` 1q. This justifies the conditions for having rank 2. The
condition for ‘rank-1’ can be obtained by setting the coefficients of ωi ^ ωj
in dR ^ dS, dR ^ dT and dS ^ dT to be all zero. By (23), it is clear that
dR ‰ 0 everywhere; hence, Φ cannot have rank 0. 
Definition 6.1. In the current case, if the corresponding Ba¨cklund trans-
formation pU,Bq has a symmetry whose orbits are of dimension 6´ k, then
it is said to have cohomogeneity k.
Case of cohomogeneity-1. This occurs precisely when rankpΦq “ 1. In
this case, locally Φ is a submersion to either branch of the curve in R3
defined by 2RS “ 1 and T “ R2 ` S2. Expressing S and T in terms of R,
we have, on U Ă N ,
(24)
dR “ ´R2ω1 ´ 1
2
ω2 `Rpω3 ` ω5q
` 1
4
p2R2 ´ 1qω4 ` 1
4
p2R2 ` 1qω6.
It is clear that dR is nowhere vanishing. Since R is the only invariant,
each constant value of R determines a 5-dimensional submanifold NR Ă N ,
which has a Lie group structure. The Lie group structure can be determined
by setting the right-hand-side of the equation (24) to be zero, obtaining, say,
ω1 “ ´ 1
2R2
ω2 ` 1
R
ω3 ` 2R
2 ´ 1
4R2
ω4 ` 1
R
ω5 ` 2R
2 ` 1
4R2
ω6,
then substituting this into the structure equations, yielding equations of dωi
pi “ 2, . . . , 6q, expressed in terms of ω2, . . . , ω6 alone. These are the structure
equations on each NR. Let X1,X2, . . . ,X5 be the vector fields tangent to
NR and dual to ω
2, . . . , ω6, such that ωipXjq “ δij`1 pi ´ 1, j “ 1, 2, . . . , 5q.
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We obtain the Lie bracket relations:
rX1,X2s “ 2X1 ` 1
R
pX2 `X4q,
rX1,X3s “ ´ 1
2R
X1 ´ p2R
2 ´ 1q
4R2
pX2 ´X4q ` 1
R
X3,
rX1,X4s “ 2X1 ` 1
R
pX2 `X4q,
rX1,X5s “ 1
2R
X1 ` 2R
2 ` 1
4R2
pX2 ´X4q ` 1
R
X5,
rX2,X3s “ ´X1 ´ 1
R
X2 ´X3 ´X5,
rX2,X4s “ 0,
rX2,X5s “ ´2R
2 ´ 1
2R
X2 `X3 ` 2R
2 ` 1
2R
X4 ´X5,
rX3,X4s “ ´2R
2 ´ 1
2R
X2 `X3 ` 2R
2 ` 1
2R
X4 ´X5,
rX3,X5s “
ˆ
´R2 ` 1
2
˙
X2 `RX3 `
ˆ
R2 ` 1
2
˙
X4 ´RX5,
rX4,X5s “ X1 ´X3 ` 1
R
X4 ´X5.
Using these relations, it can be verified that Xi pi “ 1, . . . , 5q generate a
5-dimensional Lie algebra that is solvable but not nilpotent. The derived
series has dimensions p5, 3, 1, 0, . . .q. In fact, after introducing the following
new basis:
e1 “ RX1,
e2 “ ´1
2
pX2 ´X4q,
e3 “ ´ 1
2R
X1 ´ 2R
2 ´ 1
4R2
pX2 ´X4q ` 1
R
X3,
e4 “ 1
2R
X1 ` 2R
2 ` 1
4R2
pX2 ´X4q ` 1
R
X5,
e5 “ 1
R
X1 ` 1
2R2
pX2 `X4q,
we obtain the Lie bracket relations:
re1, e3s “ e3, re1, e4s “ e4, re1, e5s “ 2e5,
re2, e3s “ e4, re2, e4s “ ´e3, re3, e4s “ e5,
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with all rei, ejs that are not on this list being zero. An equivalent way of
writing these relations is:
re1 ` ie2, e1 ´ ie2s “ 0,
re1 ` ie2, e3 ` ie4s “ 2pe3 ` ie4q,
re1 ´ ie2, e3 ` ie4s “ 0,
re1 ` ie2, e5s “ 2e5,
re3 ` ie4, e3 ´ ie4s “ ´2ie5,
re3 ` ie4, e5s “ 0.
Now, it is easy to see that the Lie algebra
À5
i“1 Rei is isomorphic to the Lie
algebra generated by the real and imaginary parts of the vector fields
Bw, e2wpBz ` iz¯Bλq, e2pw`w¯qBλ
on RˆC2 with coordinates pλ; z, wq. In fact, an isomorphism is induced by
the correspondence
e1 ` ie2 ÞÑ Bw, e3 ` ie4 ÞÑ e2wpBz ` iz¯Bλq, e5 ÞÑ e2pw`w¯qBλ.
Next, we describe the hyperbolic Monge-Ampe`re systems related by the
Ba¨cklund transformation being considered.
Proposition 6.1. A Ba¨cklund transformation in the current (cohomogeneity-
1) case is an auto-Ba¨cklund transformation of a homogeneous Euler-Lagrange
system.
Proof. This proof is in two parts. First, we show that the underlying
two hyperbolic Monge-Ampe`re systems are equivalent and are homogeneous.
Second, by computing their local invariants, we verify that they are hyper-
bolic Euler-Lagrange systems in the sense of [BGG03].
Using the structure equations on U Ă N , if we let pθ0, θ1, . . . , θ4q be either
(25)
`
Sω1,´Rpω1 ´ ω4q ` ω3, Sω4,´Rpω1 ´ ω6q ` ω5, Sω6˘
or
(26)
`´Rω2, Spω2 ` ω4q ´ ω3, Rω4, Spω2 ´ ω6q ´ ω5,´Rω6˘ ,
then we can verify (with MapleTM) that θi pi “ 0, . . . , 4q, in both cases,
satisfy the same structure equations:
dθ0 “ ´2pθ1 ` θ3q ^ θ0 ` θ1 ^ θ2 ` θ3 ^ θ4,
dθ1 “ ´θ1 ^ θ4 ` θ2 ^ θ4 ` θ2 ^ θ3,
dθ2 “ ´θ1 ^ θ4 ` θ2 ^ θ4 ` θ2 ^ θ3 ´ θ1 ^ θ2 ` θ3 ^ θ4,(27)
dθ3 “ θ1 ^ θ4 ´ θ2 ^ θ4 ´ θ2 ^ θ3,
dθ4 “ ´θ1 ^ θ4 ` θ2 ^ θ4 ` θ2 ^ θ3 ` θ1 ^ θ2 ´ θ3 ^ θ4.
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It is easy to verify that (27) are the structure equations on a 5-manifold M
with a hyperbolic Monge-Ampe`re ideal I “ xθ0, θ1 ^ θ2, θ3 ^ θ4y. It follows
that the expressions (25) and (26) correspond to the pull-back of θi under
two distinct submersions π1, π2 : U ÑM . It is easy to see that pU,B;π1, π2q
is an auto-Ba¨cklund transformation of the system pM,Iq. Moreover, pM,Iq
is homogeneous, since all coefficients in (27) are constants.
Next, we verify that pM,Iq is a hyperbolic Euler-Lagrange system. In
[BGG03], it is proved that a hyperbolic Monge-Ampe`re system is Euler-
Lagrange if and only if the invariant tensor S2 vanishes (see Proposition 3.2).
To compute S2 in the current case, we choose a new coframing η “ pηiq and
1-forms pφαq below:
pη0, η1, η2, η3, η4q “ p
?
2θ0,
?
2θ1, θ1 ` θ2 ´ θ0,
θ3 ` θ4 ´ θ0,
?
2pθ4 ´ θ0qq,
(28)
φ0 “ 1?
2
η1 ` η3 ´ 1?
2
η4,
φ1 “ ´
?
2η0 ´ η3 ´ 1?
2
η4, φ2 “ η0 `
?
2η3,
φ3 “ ´2η0 ` η1 ´ 1?
2
η2 ´
?
2η3 ´ η4, φ4 “ φ0 ´ φ1,
φ5 “ ´η3 ´ 1?
2
η4, φ6 “ 1?
2
η3,
φ7 “ ´η0 ` η1 ´
?
2η2 ´
?
2η3, φ8 “ φ0 ´ φ5.
These ηi pi “ 0, 1, . . . , 4q and φα pα “ 1, . . . , 8q are chosen such that they
satisfy the structure equations (5), and such that S1 and S2 are as simple
as possible. One can verify that, under this choice,
S1 “
ˆ
1 0
0 1
˙
, S2 “ 0.
This completes the proof. 
Remark 4. The Monge-Ampe`re system pM,Iq considered in Proposition 6.1
cannot, by a contact transformation, be put in the form
zxy “ fpx, y, z, zx, zyq.
This is because rankpS1q “ 2 and S2 “ 0, which implies that neither of the
two characteristic systems of pM,Iq contains a rank-1 integrable subsystem.
Now, one may wonder whether the homogeneous Monge-Ampe`re system
pM,Iq considered in Proposition 6.1 has a symmetry of dimension greater
than 5. Using the method of equivalence, we prove that it is not the case.
Proposition 6.2. The hyperbolic Euler-Lagrange system in Proposition 6.1
has a symmetry of dimension 5. In addition, any such symmetry is induced
from a symmetry of the Ba¨cklund transformation pN,Bq.
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Proof. Let pM,Iq denote the Euler-Lagrange system being considered.
To show that pM,Iq has a 5-dimensional symmetry, it suffices to show that
there is a canonical way to determine a local coframing on M . This can be
achieved by applying the method of equivalence. For details, see Appendix
B.
By (25) and (26), it is easy to see that the fibers of πi : N ÑM pi “ 1, 2q
are everywhere transversal to the level sets of the functions R. The second
half of the statement follows. 
To end the discussion of the cohomogeneity-1 case, we integrate the struc-
ture equations (27) to express the corresponding hyperbolic Euler-Lagrange
system in local coordinates.
Proposition 6.3. The hyperbolic Monge-Ampe`re system pM,Iq with the
differential ideal I “ xθ0, θ1^θ2, θ3^θ4y, where θi satisfy (27), is equivalent
to the following hyperbolic Monge-Ampe`re PDE up to a contact transforma-
tion:
(29) pA2 ´B2qpzxx ´ zyyq ` 4ABzxy “ 0,
where A “ 2zx ` y and B “ 2zy ´ x.
Proof. Let U ĂM be a domain on which θi are defined. One can verify,
using the structure equations (27), that the 1-forms θ1 ´ θ2 ´ θ3 ´ θ4 and
θ1 ` θ3 are closed. Hence, by shrinking U if needed, there exist functions
P,Q defined on U such that
dP “ ´pθ1 ` θ3q, dQ “ θ1 ´ θ2 ´ θ3 ´ θ4.
Moreover, if we let Θ “ θ2 ` iθ4, then, by a straightforward calculation, we
obtain
dΘ “ dpP ` iQq ^Θ.
It follows that there exist functions X,Y on U such that
Θ “ eP`iQdpX ` iY q.
Equivalently, we have
θ2 “ eP pcosQ dX ´ sinQ dY q,
θ4 “ eP psinQ dX ` cosQ dY q.
Now we can express θ1, . . . , θ4 completely in terms of the functionsX,Y, P,Q.
By verifying the equality
(30) dpe´2P θ0q “ e´2P pθ1 ^ θ2 ` θ3 ^ θ4q,
we notice that the right-hand-side of (30) is a symplectic form on a 4-
manifold on which θ1, . . . , θ4 are well-defined, by (27). Thus, by the theorem
of Darboux, locally there exist functions x, y, p, q such that the right-hand-
side of (30) is equal to dx^ dp` dy ^ dq.
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In fact, in the XY PQ-coordinates, the right-hand-side of (30) is equal to
d
ˆ
e´P
2
pcosQ` sinQq ` Y
2
˙
^ dX
` d
ˆ
e´P
2
pcosQ´ sinQq ´ X
2
˙
^ dY.
As a result, we can set
x “ X, p “ ´e
´P
2
pcosQ` sinQq ´ Y
2
,
y “ Y, q “ ´e
´P
2
pcosQ´ sinQq ` X
2
,
and write
e´2P θ0 “ dz ´ pdx´ qdy,
for some function z, independent of x, y, p, q. From these expressions, it is
clear that 2p` y and 2q ´ x cannot simultaneously vanish.
Now let A “ 2p` y and B “ 2q ´ x. We can express θ1 ^ θ2 in terms of
x, y, z, p, q:
pA2 ´B2qpdp^ dy ´ dx^ dqq ` pA`Bq2dx^ dp` pA´Bq2dy ^ dq
pA2 `B2q2 .
Multiplying this expression by pA2 ` B2q2 then subtracting the result by
pA2 `B2qpdx^ dp` dy ^ dqq, we obtain
pA2 ´B2qpdp^ dy ´ dx^ dqq ` 2ABpdx^ dp` dq ^ dyq.
The vanishing of this 2-form on integral surfaces (satisfying the independence
condition dx^ dy ‰ 0) implies that z must satisfy the equation (29). 
Case of cohomogeneity-2. By Lemma 6.2, this case can only occur when
2RS “ 1 and R2 ` S2 “ T do not both hold and either
(1) 2RS “ 1 or
(2) T4 “ pR` SqpT ´ 1q, T6 “ pR´ SqpT ` 1q
holds. We now focus on the latter case.
Proposition 6.4. When Φ has rank 2, and when T4 “ pR` SqpT ´ 1q and
T6 “ pR ´ SqpT ` 1q, the map Φ : N Ñ R3 has its image contained in a
surface that is defined by either
R2 ` S2 ´ T
2RS ´ 1
or its reciprocal being a constant.
Proof. First note that R2`S2´ T and 2RS ´ 1 cannot be both zero, for
this would reduce to the cohomogeneity-1 case; hence, the conclusion has
meaning. To see that this statement is true, note that, in the current case,
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the pull-back of dR,dS and dT via Φ to N are linearly dependent. To be
precise, the 1-form
θ “´ 2pR2S ´ S3 ` ST ´RqdR
` 2pR3 ´RS2 ´RT ` SqdS ` p2RS ´ 1qdT
equals to zero when pulled back to N . Since the tangent map Φ˚ has rank 2,
this can only occur when θ^ dθ “ 0. It follows that θ is integrable. In fact,
it is easy to verify that the primitives of p2RS´1q´2θ and pR2`S2´T q´2θ
are, respectively, the function
R2 ` S2 ´ T
2RS ´ 1
and its reciprocal when 2RS´ 1 and R2`S2´T are, respectively, nonzero.
This completes the proof. 
We now study the symmetry of the Ba¨cklund transformation pN,Bq being
considered. Let Xi pi “ 1, 2, . . . , 6q be the vector fields defined on U Ă N
that are dual to ωi pi “ 1, 2, . . . , 6q. Using the expressions of dR,dS and
dT , it is easy to see that the rank-4 distribution on U annihilated by dR,dS
and dT is spanned by the vector fields
Y1 “ RX2 ` SX1 `X5, Y2 “ 1
2
pX1 ´X2q `X4,
Y3 “ X3 ´X5, Y4 “ 1
2
pX1 `X2q `X6.
These vector fields generate a 4-dimensional Lie algebra l with
rY1, Y2s “ R` S
2
Y3 ` Y4,
rY1, Y3s “ 0,
rY1, Y4s “ ´Y2 ` R´ S
2
Y3,
rY2, Y3s “ pR` SqY3 ` 2Y4,
rY2, Y4s “ Y1 ` pR´ SqY2 `
ˆ
1
2
´ T
˙
Y3 ´ pR` SqY4,
rY3, Y4s “ 2Y2 ´ pR ´ SqY3.
It is easy to verify that 2Y1 ` Y3 belongs to the center of l. The quotient
algebra q “ l{Rp2Y1`Y3q, with the basis e1 “ rY2s, e2 “ rY3s and e3 “ rY4s,
satisfies
re1, e2s “ pR ` Sqe2 ` 2e3,
re1, e3s “ pR ´ Sqe1 ´ Te2 ´ pR ` Sqe3,
re2, e3s “ 2e1 ` pS ´Rqe2.
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According to the classification of 3-dimensional Lie algebras, see Lecture 2
in [Bry95] for example, to identify the Lie algebra q, it suffices to find a
normal form of the matrix (note that it is symmetric)
C “
¨
˝ 2 S ´R 0S ´R T R` S
0 R` S 2
˛
‚
under the transformation C ÞÑ detpA´1qACAT , where A P GLp3,Rq. Note
that detpCq “ ´2pR2 ` S2 ´ T q. We have:
Proposition 6.5. If R2 ` S2 ă T , then q is isomorphic to sop3,Rq. If
R2 ` S2 ą T , then q is isomorphic to slp2,Rq. If R2 ` S2 “ T , then q
is isomorphic to the solvable Lie algebra with a basis x1, x2, x3 satisfying
rx2, x3s “ x1, rx3, x1s “ x2 and rx1, x2s “ 0.
Proof. After a transformation of the form above, C can be put in the
form
C 1 “
¨
˝ 2 0 00 T ´R2 ´ S2 0
0 0 2
˛
‚.
By [Bry95], the conclusion follows immediately. 
Now consider the case when q is solvable, that is, when R2 ` S2 “ T .
By the cohomogeneity-2 assumption, we must have 2RS ‰ 1. We proceed
to identify the Monge-Ampe`re systems related by such a Ba¨cklund transfor-
mation.
If we let pθ0, θ1, . . . , θ4q be
pSω1,´Rpω1 ´ ω4q ` ω3, Sω4,´Rpω1 ´ ω6q ` ω5, Sω6q
and let F be defined by
F “ 2RS ´ 1
2S2
,
for which to have meaning we need to restrict to a domain on which S ‰ 0,
then the structure equations on N would imply
(31)
dθ0 “ θ0 ^ p2θ1 ´ Fθ2 ` 2θ3 ´ Fθ4q ` θ1 ^ θ2 ` θ3 ^ θ4,
dθ1 “ ´Fθ0 ^ pθ2 ` θ4q ´ θ1 ^ θ4 ` θ2 ^ θ3 ` pF ` 1qθ2 ^ θ4,
dθ2 “ ´2Fθ0 ^ θ2 ´ θ1 ^ θ2 ´ θ1 ^ θ4 ` θ2 ^ θ3
` p1´ F qθ2 ^ θ4 ` θ3 ^ θ4,
dθ3 “ Fθ0 ^ pθ2 ` θ4q ` θ1 ^ θ4 ´ θ2 ^ θ3 ` pF ´ 1qθ2 ^ θ4,
dθ4 “ ´2Fθ0 ^ θ4 ` θ1 ^ θ2 ´ θ1 ^ θ4 ` θ2 ^ θ3
` pF ` 1qθ2 ^ θ4 ´ θ3 ^ θ4,
and
(32) dF “ 2F 2p2θ0 ´ θ2 ´ θ4q ` 2F pθ1 ` θ3q, pF ‰ 0q.
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It can be verified that, in the equations (31) and (32), the exterior deriva-
tive of the right-hand-sides are zero, by taking into account these equations
themselves. By the construction of the θi pi “ 0, . . . , 4q, it follows that (31)
and (32) are the structure equations of one of the Monge-Ampe`re systems
being related by the Ba¨cklund transformation pN,Bq.
On the other hand, it is easy to verify that the transformation
pθ0, θ1, θ2, θ3, θ4;F q ÞÑ p´θ0, θ3,´θ4, θ1,´θ2;´F q
leaves (31) and (32) unchanged. Thus, by applying such a transformation,
if needed, we can assume that F ą 0.
Proposition 6.6. The hyperbolic Monge-Ampe`re system pM,Iq with the
differential ideal I “ xθ0, θ1 ^ θ2, θ3 ^ θ4y, where θi satisfy (31) and (32),
corresponds to the following hyperbolic Monge-Ampe`re PDE up to a contact
transformation:
(33) pA2 ´B2qpzxx ´ zyyq ` 4ABzxy ` pA2 `B2q2 “ 0.
where A “ zx ´ y, B “ zy ` x.
Proof. The proof is similar to that of Proposition 6.3. First it is easy to
verify that the 1-forms F p´2θ0 ` θ2 ` θ4q ´ θ1 ´ θ3 and θ1 ´ θ2 ´ θ3 ´ θ4
are closed. Consequently, locally there exist functions f, g such that
df “ F p´2θ0 ` θ2 ` θ4q ´ θ1 ´ θ3,
dg “ θ1 ´ θ2 ´ θ3 ´ θ4.
Now the expression of dF can be written as dF “ ´2Fdf . This implies that
there exists a constant C ą 0 such that F “ Ce´2f . Using the ambiguity
in f (as f is determined up to an additive constant), we can arrange that
C “ 1. In addition, if we let Θ “ e´f pθ2 ` iθ4q, it is easy to verify that Θ
is integrable. To be explicit,
dΘ “ i dg ^Θ.
Thus, there exist functions X,Y such that Θ “ eigpdX ` idY q. From this
we obtain
θ2 “ ef pcos g dX ´ sin g dY q,
θ4 “ ef psin g dX ` cos g dY q.
Using these, differentiating θ1 ` θ3 gives
dpθ1 ` θ3q “ 2 dX ^ dY.
This implies that there exists a function Z, independent of X,Y, f, g, such
that
θ1 ` θ3 “ dZ `XdY ´ Y dX.
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Now, θ0, θ1, . . . , θ4 can be completely expressed in terms of the functions
X,Y,Z, f, g. In particular,
´2e´2fθ0 “ dpZ ` fq ´ pY ` e´f psin g ` cos gqqdX
` pX ` e´f psin g ´ cos gqqdY.
If we make the substitution
x “ X, p “ e´f pcos g ` sin gq ` Y,
y “ Y, q “ e´f pcos g ´ sin gq ´X,
z “ Z ` f,
the contact form θ0 is then a nonzero multiple of dz´pdx´qdy. The 2-form
θ3 ^ θ4, when each dz is replaced by pdx` qdy, can be expressed as
θ3 ^ θ4 ” 1
8
e4f
!
pA2 ´B2qpdp^ dy ´ dx^ dqq
` pA`Bq2 dq ^ dy
´ pA´Bq2 dx^ dp
`pA2 `B2q2dx^ dy
)
mod θ0,
where A “ p ´ y, B “ q ` x. Note that, by construction, A,B cannot be
simultaneously zero. The equation (33) follows. 
In the current case, there remain several obvious questions to investigate.
What is the Monge-Ampe`re system corresponding to xω2, ω3^ω4, ω5^ω6y?
Are the Monge-Ampe`re systems being Ba¨cklund-related Euler-Lagrange? Is
the Ba¨cklund transformation an auto-Ba¨cklund transformation? Answers to
these questions can be obtained in a similar way as in the cohomogeneity-1
case. We thus have them summarized in the following remark, omitting the
details of calculation.
Remark 5. A. Whenever R ‰ 0,
pRω2, Spω2 ` ω4q ´ ω3,´Rω4, Spω2 ´ ω6q ´ ω5, Rω6q
form a coframing defined on a 5-manifold. The system
xω2, ω3 ^ ω4, ω5 ^ ω6y
descends to correspond to the same equation (33) up to a contact trans-
formation. The system pN,Bq is therefore an auto-Ba¨cklund transfor-
mation of the equation (33).
B. One can verify that the hyperbolic Monge-Ampe`re system in Propo-
sition 6.6 is Euler-Lagrange. In fact, by a transformation of the θi
pi “ 0, . . . , 4q, the structure equations (31) can be put in the form of
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(5) with
S1 “
ˆ
1 0
0 1
˙
, S2 “ 0.
Applying the procedure described in Appendix B, we find the corre-
sponding Monge-Ampe`re invariants
Q01Q04 ´Q02Q03 “ ´1
2
p1` F 2q ‰ 0, Q00 “ 0.
Using this and the expression of dF , one can show pin a way that is sim-
ilar to the proof of Proposition 6.2q that the underlying Euler-Lagrange
system has a symmetry of dimension 4. Such a symmetry is induced
from the symmetry of the Ba¨cklund transformation pN,Bq.
C. Similar to the reason in Remark 4, (33) is not contact equivalent to any
hyperbolic Monge-Ampe`re PDE of the form
zxy “ fpx, y, z, zx, zyq.
7. Concluding Remarks
7.1. Regarding Classification in the Rank-1 Case.
The method outlined in Section 6 can be carried further, for example,
by putting weaker restrictions on the invariants. Which new subclasses of
Ba¨cklund transformations relating two hyperbolic Monge-Ampe`re systems
can be classified?
Equation (29) admits the trivial solution zpx, yq “ 0. Which solution do
we obtain by applying the Ba¨cklund transformation found in Proposition 6.1
to this trivial solution? Does this give rise to a 1-soliton solution to (29)?
7.2. Regarding Monge-Ampe`re Invariants.
It is interesting to ask which pairs of hyperbolic Monge-Ampe`re systems
may be related by a rank-1 Ba¨cklund transformation. This question can
be partially answered by studying how obstructions to the existence of
Ba¨cklund transformations may be expressed in terms of the invariants of
the underlying hyperbolic Monge-Ampe`re systems. Some relevant results
are presented in [Hu19].
7.3. Ba¨cklund Transformations of Higher Ranks.
Among the examples discussed in [RS02], a Ba¨cklund transformation re-
lating solutions of the hyperbolic Tzitzeica equation is particularly inter-
esting. The hyperbolic Tzitzeica equation is the second-order equation for
hpx, yq:
(34) plnhqxy “ h´ h´2.
This equation was discovered by Tzitzeica in his study of hyperbolic affine
spheres in the affine 3-space A3 (see [Tzi08] and [Tzi09]). He found that the
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system in α, β and h,
(35)
$’’&
’’%
αx “ phxα` λβqh´1 ´ α2,
αy “ βx “ h´ αβ,
βy “ phyβ ` λ´1αqh´1 ´ β2,
where λ is an arbitrary nonzero constant, is a Ba¨cklund transformation re-
lating solutions of (34). More explicitly, if h solves the hyperbolic Tzitzeica
equation (34), then, substituting it in the system (35), one obtains a com-
patible first-order PDE system for α and β, whose solutions can be found
by solving ODEs; for each solution pα, βq, the function
h¯ “ ´h` 2αβ
also satisfies the hyperbolic Tzitzeica equation (34).
Unlike the systems (1) and (2), substituting a solution h of (34) into
(35) (with fixed λ) yields a system whose solutions depend on 2 parameters
instead of 1. Using our terminology (see Definition 2.10), one can verify that
the system (35) corresponds to a rank -2 Ba¨cklund transformation.
Furthermore, in [AF15], it is shown that the following hyperbolic Monge-
Ampe`re equation
zxy “
a
1´ z2x
b
1´ z2y
sin z
and the wave equation zxy “ 0 admit no rank-1 Ba¨cklund transformation
relating their solutions, but a rank-2 Ba¨cklund transformation does exist.
In a future paper, we will present a partial classification of homogeneous
rank-2 Ba¨cklund transformations relating two hyperbolic Monge-Ampe`re
systems. (It will turn out that the rank-2 Ba¨cklund transformation corre-
sponding to (35) is nonhomogeneous.) Based on our classification so far,
we expect that those homogeneous Ba¨cklund transformations (relating two
hyperbolic Monge-Ampe`re systems) that are ‘genuinely’ rank-2 are quite
few.
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Appendix A. Calculations in Theorem 5.2
This Appendix supplements the proof of Theorem 5.2 by providing more
details of calculation. Most calculations below are computed using MapleTM.
First consider the case when, on U , ǫ1 “ ǫ2 “ 1. Since P24, P33, P66, P75
never appear in the equation (16), we can set them all to zero. Since P14
and P23 only appear in the term pP14´P23qω3^ω4, we can set P14 “ 0. For
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similar reasons, we can set P13, P55, P56 “ 0. For convenience, we rename
A1 as P81 and A4 as P84. Now there are 42 functions Pij remaining, and
they are determined.
For each Pij , there exist functions Pijk defined on U satisfying
dpPijq “ Pijkωk.
We call these Pijk the derivatives of Pij .
Now, applying d2 “ 0 to the equation (16), we obtain 106 polynomial
equations expressed in terms of all 42 Pij and 186 of all 252 Pijk. These
equations imply:
P01 “ P41 ´ P51, P02 “ P42 ´ P52, P03 “ P53 ´ P43 ´ P81,
P04 “ P54 ´ P44, P05 “ P15 ´ P45 ´ P84, P11 “ ´P51,
P12 “ ´P52, P21 “ P84, P22 “ ´1,
P35 “ 0, P36 “ ´1, P61 “ 1,
P62 “ ´P81, P73 “ 0, P74 “ ´1.
With these relations, all coefficients in (16) can be expressed in terms of
27 Pij . Repeating the steps above by defining the derivatives Pijk (now 162
in all) and applying d2 “ 0 to (16), we obtain a system of 91 polynomial
equations in these 27 Pij and 124 of all 162 Pijk, which imply
P31 “ ´P32P84 ´ P15 ´ P34 ´ 2P43 ´ 2P45 ` P53 ` P76 ´ P81 ´ P84,
P72 “ ´P71P81 ´ P15 ` P34 ` 2P43 ` 2P45 ´ 3P53 ´ P76 ` P81 ` P84.
Using these relations and repeating the steps above, we obtain
P06 “ P16 ´ P46.
All coefficients in (16) are then expressed in terms of 24 Pij .
Now, corresponding to the remaining 24 Pij are 144 derivatives Pijk. Ap-
plying d2 “ 0 to (16) yields a system of 88 polynomial equations, expressed
in terms of the 24 Pij and 122 of the 144 derivatives Pijk. This system can
be solved for Pijk; in the solution, all Pijk are expressed explicitly in terms
of the 24 Pij and 64 Pijk that are ‘free’.
Let a “ paαq pα “ 1, . . . , 24q stand for the 24 remaining Pij ; let b “ pbρq
pρ “ 1, . . . , 64q stand for the 64 ‘free’ Pijk. We already have
dωi “ ´1
2
Cijkpaqωj ^ ωk,(36)
daα “ Fαi pa, bqωi,(37)
for some real analytic functions Fαi and C
i
jk satisfying C
i
jk ` Cikj “ 0.
Now compute the exterior derivatives
dpFαi pa, bqωiq, α “ 1, . . . , 24,
and take into account (36) and (37). From this we obtain 2-forms Ωα that
are linear combinations of dbρ ^ ωi and ωi ^ ωj . Let Ωˆα denote the part of
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Ωα consisting of linear combinations of dbρ ^ ωi only. Replacing dbρ in Ωˆα
by Gρi ω
i defines a linear map
φ : HompR6,R64q Ñ Λ2pR6q˚ b R24
at each point of U .
Let rΩs denote the equivalence class of pΩαq in the cokernel of φ. One
can show that rΩs must vanish and that its vanishing leads to a system
of 35 equations for a and b. This system can be solved for 12 of the 64
components of b. Apply such a solution and update aα, bρ and the functions
Fαi accordingly.
It is not difficult to verify, using MapleTM, that the updated aα pα “
1, . . . , 24q, bρ pρ “ 1, . . . , 52q, Cijk and Fαi satisfy the conditions (A)-(C) in
Step 1.
For Steps 2 and 3, calculation shows that the tableaux of free derivatives
has Cartan characters
ps1, s2, s3, s4, s5, s6q “ p24, 22, 6, 0, 0, 0q
and the dimension of its first prolongation
δ “ 64 ă s1 ` 2s2 ` 3s3 ` 4s4 ` 5s5 ` 6s6 “ 86.
The cases when, on U , ǫ1 and ǫ2 take other values follow similar steps.
In each of these cases, the last nonzero Cartan character, computed at a
corresponding stage, is s3 “ 6.
Appendix B. Invariants of an Euler-Lagrange System
This Appendix supplements the proof of Proposition 6.2.
We start with the G1-structure π : G1 Ñ M of a hyperbolic Monge-
Ampe`re system pM,Iq (see [BGG03] or Section 3). Assume that S2 “ 0
(i.e., the Euler-Lagrange case).
Recall that the 2 ˆ 2-matrix S1 : G1 Ñ glp2,Rq is equivariant under the
G1-action. By (9) and (10), it is easy to see that, when detpS1puqq ą 0
(resp., detpS1puqq ă 0) at u P G1, the same is true for detpS1pu ¨ gqq for all
g P G1, and the matrix S1puq lies in the same G1-orbit as diagp1, 1q (resp.,
diagp1,´1q).
Now assume that detpS1q ą 0 holds on π´1U Ă G for some domain
U Ă M . By the discussion above, we can reduce to a subbundle H Ă G1
defined by S1 “ diagp1, 1q.
It is easy to see that H is an H-structure on U where
H “
$&
%
¨
˝ ǫ 0 00 A 0
0 0 ǫA
˛
‚
ˇˇˇ
ˇˇˇ ǫ “ ˘1, A P GLp2,Rq, detpAq “ ǫ
,.
- Ă G1
is a (disconnected) 3-dimensional Lie subgroup. Let the restriction of π :
G1 ÑM to H be denoted by the same symbol π.
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One can verify that, restricted to H, the 1-forms φ7´φ3, φ6´φ2, φ5´φ1
and φ0 in the equation (5) become semi-basic relative to π : H Ñ U . Hence,
there exist functions Qij defined on H such that
(38)
φ7 “ φ3 `Q7iωi, φ6 “ φ2 `Q6iωi,
φ5 “ φ1 `Q5iωi, φ0 “ Q0iωi,
where the summations are over i “ 0, 1, . . . , 4. There are ambiguities in
these Qij as we can modify them without changing the form of the structure
equation (5). Using such ambiguities, we can arrange that
(39) Q71 “ Q73 “ Q62 “ Q64 “ Q51 “ Q52 “ Q53 “ Q54 “ 0;
the remaining Qij are then determined.
Applying d2 “ 0 to (5) and reducing appropriately, we obtain
d2ω1 ” pQ63 ´Q04qω0 ^ ω3 ^ ω4 mod ω1, ω2,
d2ω2 ” pQ03 ´Q74qω0 ^ ω3 ^ ω4 mod ω1, ω2,
d2ω3 ” pQ02 `Q61qω0 ^ ω1 ^ ω2 mod ω3, ω4,
d2ω4 ” p´Q01 ´Q72qω0 ^ ω1 ^ ω2 mod ω3, ω4.
This implies that
Q61 “ ´Q02, Q63 “ Q04, Q72 “ ´Q01, Q74 “ Q03.
Now all coefficients in the structure equation (5) are expressed in terms of
Q0i pi “ 0, 1, . . . , 4q and Qj0 pj “ 5, 6, 7q. By applying d2 “ 0 to (5), it
is not difficult to verify that, reduced modulo ω0, ω1, . . . , ω4, the following
congruences hold:
(40)
d
ˆ
Q01 Q03
Q02 Q04
˙
”
ˆ
φ1 φ3
φ2 ´φ1
˙ˆ
Q01 Q03
Q02 Q04
˙
, dQ00 ” 0,
d
¨
˝ Q50Q60
Q70
˛
‚”
¨
˝ 0 φ3 ´φ22φ2 ´2φ1 0
´2φ3 0 2φ1
˛
‚
¨
˝ Q50Q60
Q70
˛
‚.
The congruences (40) tell us how the remaining Qij transform under the
action by the identity component of H. Moreover, it is easy to compute
directly from (5) to verify that
(41)
Q00pu ¨ h0q “ ´Q00puq,ˆ
Q01 Q03
Q02 Q04
˙
pu ¨ h0q “
ˆ ´Q01 Q03
Q02 ´Q04
˙
puq,¨
˝ Q50Q60
Q70
˛
‚pu ¨ h0q “
¨
˝ ´Q50Q60
Q70
˛
‚puq,
h0 “ diagp´1,´ 1, 1, 1,´1q P H
hold for any u P H.
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Note that H is generated by its identity component and h0. Combining
(40) and (41), it is easy to see that Q01Q04 ´ Q02Q03 and |Q00| are local
invariants of the underlying Euler-Lagrange system.
Moreover, using (40) and (41), it is easy to see that the H-orbit of
qpuq :“
ˆ
Q01 Q03
Q02 Q04
˙
puq, u P H
consists of all 2-by-2 matrices with the same determinant as qpuq. Now we
are ready to prove the following lemma.
Lemma B.1. If detpqq ‰ 0 on H, then there is a canonical way to define a
coframing on U .
Proof. If the function L :“ detpqq is nonvanishing on U , one can reduce
to the subbundle H1 of H defined by q “ diagpL, 1q. It is easy to see that
each fiber of H1 over U contains a single element. 
Remark 6. As a result of Lemma B.1, if detpqq ‰ 0 on U , then the corre-
sponding hyperbolic Euler-Lagrange system has a symmetry of dimension
at most 5. This is a consequence of applying the Frobenius Theorem.
Now we proceed to complete the proof of Proposition 6.2. Recall that
the coframing pη0, η1, . . . , η4q and the φα in (28) verify the equation (5),
S1 “ diagp1, 1q, and S2 “ 0. Moreover, we have chosen the φα to satisfy
(39), where Qij are computed using (38). By (28), it is immediate that
Q00 “ Q02 “ 0, Q01 “ ´Q04 “ 1?
2
, Q03 “ 1,
Q70 “ 1, Q60 “ ´1, Q50 “
?
2.
Clearly, detpqq “ Q01Q04´Q02Q03 “ ´1{2 ‰ 0. By Lemma B.1 and Remark
6, the hyperbolic Euler-Lagrange system considered in Proposition 6.2 has
a symmetry of dimension at most 5. Because that Euler-Lagrange system
is homogeneous, it follows that its symmetry has dimension 5.
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